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Evaluating Track-Following Servo Performance of High-Density

Hard Disk Drives Using Patterned Media

Younghee Han and Raymond A. de Callafon
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In recent years, track densities of magnetic hard disks have continued to grow. A promising approach to continuing the trend to
ultrahigh density is using bit-patterned media (BPM). However, the implementation of BPM in hard disk drives (HDDs) to achieve
high recording density is challenging and requires various new techniques, such as new servo pattern designs and position error signal
(PES) decoding schemes. In applying BPM in HDDs, it is important to select a servo pattern providing sufficient PES quality for head
positioning. In this paper, we discuss evaluation of PES quality and servo pattern performance from a closed-loop (servo) point of view
in order to evaluate the quality of several servo patterns. We consider three servo patterns (the amplitude pattern, chevron pattern, and
differential frequency pattern) as case studies. We developed a PES simulation tool to provide a realistic HDD track-following simulation.
Because of PES nonlinearity in the amplitude servo pattern, we considered time-based servo patterns as alternatives. For time-based
servo patterns, we found that readback signal sampling and transition jitter greatly affect PES quality. Therefore, we conclude that the
differential frequency servo pattern is superior to other patterns, since it is less sensitive to transition jitter and readback signal sampling.

Index Terms—Bit patterned media, hard disk drive, position error signal, servo patterns.

I. INTRODUCTION

W
ITH THE continued growth of hard disk drive (HDD)

track density, the thermal stability of magnetic

recording media becomes an obstacle in achieving higher track

densities. To achieve high thermal stability, patterned media

has been proposed as a possible solution for ultra-high-density

HDDs. Bit-patterned media (BPM) overcomes the thermal sta-

bility problem by creating predefined signal domain magnetic

islands in which each bit is stored [1], [2]. In such high track

density HDDs, a precise head track following performance is an

important consideration. In the HDD head positioning system,

the position error signal (PES) used in closed-loop control is

obtained by demodulating readback signals generated from the

servo patterns on disks. Thus, efficient servo pattern design and

accurate estimation of PES are important for achieving good

closed-loop servo track following performance. A number of

studies on readback signal generation and PES evaluation have

been conducted. Media noise sources and effects on readback

signals were investigated in [3], [4]. PES nonlinearity due to

nonlinear magnetoresistive (MR) heads was considered in [5].

Timing jitter caused by misalignment of servo burst patterns

was mentioned in [6]. There is also a growing body of litera-

ture on BPM recording and performance evaluation of servo

patterns for BPM recording. Basic recording physics, char-

acteristics and advantages of a BPM recording are explained

in [7]–[11]. Comparison of PES generation performance of

different servo patterns for HDDs using BPM has been con-

ducted in [12]–[14]. These researches show that patterned

servo bits provide excellent PES recovery and allow us to use

more advanced servo patterns. However, there has been little

research on real integration of BPM in HDDs. It is important to
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select a servo pattern providing sufficient PES quality for head

positioning when integrating BPM into HDDs.

The objective of this paper is to evaluate the quality of PES

generated by several different servo patterns from a closed-loop

(servo) point of view, thereby advancing the integration of BPM

in HDDs by aiding in the selection of a servo pattern that pro-

vides sufficient PES quality. PES quality is evaluated by investi-

gating important quality factors that have been thought to affect

PES quality: amplitude fluctuation noise, transition jitter, signal

sampling, and timing jitter. The procedure outlined in this paper

is applicable to any servo pattern and any type of media. In this

paper, the servo patterns are generated by modeling BPM. Re-

sults can be provided for discrete track media (DTM) or BPM,

depending on the model used for the media. We select three

different servo patterns (the amplitude pattern, chevron pattern,

and differential frequency pattern [15]) as case studies to eval-

uate PES quality.

The paper is organized as follows. Approach to simulation is

covered in Section II. In Section III, the evaluation of PES in a

closed loop setting is explained. Section IV presents the results

of PES simulation and discussions. Section V summarizes the

conclusion of this paper.

II. APPROACH TO SIMULATION

A. Readback Signal Generation

PES is obtained by demodulating a readback signal gen-

erated from servo patterns embedded on HDDs. To compute a

readback signal from a servo pattern, two signals are used.

In general, a readback signal is calculated by the convo-

lution of a transition response and a bit pattern signal

determined by the actual servo patterns. Following [16], a

readback signal is modeled as a convolution

where indicates the derivative of a bit pat-

tern signal due to the magnetic orientation. For longitu-
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dinal recording, a transition response is modeled as the

Lorentzian pulse

where is the peak value of the and is the width

of at half of its peak value. For perpendicular media, a

transition response can be modeled as [16]

where is the error function, defined as

To model the effect of different servo patterns and to be able

to incorporate amplitude fluctuation noise, we propose to over-

sample a bit pattern signal . This provides a unique way

to incorporate uncertainty into a readback signal . Using

the notation to indicate an oversampled bit pattern signal

and a discrete-time convolution, we write a readback

signal via

where indicates the sampled transition response

.

Hence, once servo patterns are provided, a readback signal

can be generated from the servo patterns and can include

uncertainty. With this approach we allow noise to occur on a bit

pattern signal to account for amplitude fluctuation noise

and we can handle the transition jitter effect by modulating the

time shift in a transition response . By including these

effects we can study the sensitivity of each servo pattern.

B. Quality Measures for Readback Signals

In this paper, two sources of media noise are considered. The

amplitude fluctuation noise and the transition jitter [3], [4]. Am-

plitude fluctuation noise is amplitude fluctuation on a bit pattern

signal due to magnetic nonuniformities of the media, as

shown in Fig. 1(b). Various reasons, such as demagnetization

field, media overwrite, adjacent track erasure (ATE), return-in-

duced partial erase (RFPE), thermal fluctuation, etc., can affect

amplitude fluctuation noise.

Using the notation to indicate a normal distribution

with a mean value and a variance , we model amplitude fluc-

tuation noise as independent and identically distributed

(IID) samples from . Therefore, the bit pattern signal

corrupted by amplitude fluctuation noise is defined as

, where and is the

variance of amplitude fluctuation noise distribution. Therefore,

Fig. 1. (a) Servo pattern on a disk. (b) Bit pattern signal ���� with amplitude
fluctuation noise generated from the servo pattern in (a).

the amplitude fluctuation noise effect on the readback signal

is modeled as

(1)

Servo burst patterns contain the sequence of magnetic tran-

sitions. Random magnetization fluctuations in transition posi-

tions cause phase shift in a bit pattern signal . This random

signal phase shift due to random transition position fluctuations

is called transition jitter [3], [4], [16]. In this paper, we modulate

time shifts in a transition response to consider the tran-

sition jitter effect. Using the notation as detailed above,

we model transition jitter as IID samples from as

, where and

is the variance of transition jitter distribution. Therefore, the

transition jitter effect on a readback signal is modeled as

(2)

In the digital domain, readback signal sampling is another

important quality factor in the evaluation of readback signal

quality. The readback signal sampling interval is deter-

mined by how many samples are used to sample a bit pattern

signal . Given total time spent reading the bit pattern

signal , the readback signal sampling interval is given

by

(3)

where is the number of samples. We will investigate the

readback signal sampling effect on PES by changing the

number of samples . These quality factors (amplitude fluc-

tuation noise, transition jitter and signal sampling) will be used

to evaluate the quality of the readback signal and PES

from different servo patterns (the servo patterns performance).
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Fig. 2. Amplitude servo pattern.

Detailed simulation results of these effects will be presented in

Section IV.

III. CLOSED-LOOP PES EVALUATION

A. Servo Patterns and Demodulation

An actuator controls the head position during track following.

The head position is evaluated using servo patterns marked on

the servo sectors. The PES sampling interval is determined

by the location of servo sectors and the speed of the disk. For the

analysis of PES quality, we assume the actuator stays on a single

track due to track following mode. Since PES is obtained at the

same servo sectors repeatedly as the disk rotates, the sampling

time can be written as

where is a counter that indicates the th servo sector at the

specific track used for track following and is the number of

servo sectors. Using the notation to indicate PES for

, we write the time dependent PES via

If the servo sectors are equally spaced and the speed of the disk

is constant, The PES sampling interval , where

is the speed of the disk. We will consider variation in the PES

sampling interval to model the effect of timing jitter on PES

.

In this paper, the peak detection is employed to demodulate

PES. The most commonly used servo pattern is the amplitude

pattern which is shown in Fig. 2. The amplitude servo pattern

contains two servo bursts: A and B. The shaded regions repre-

sent magnetized fields. When the read head passes these mag-

netic transitions, a readback signal is generated.

Let the readback signals generated from A and B bursts at the

th servo sector be and , respectively

and

Fig. 3. (a) Chevron servo pattern. (b) Readback signal demodulation for the
chevron servo pattern. � indicates the time from the �th pattern in A burst to
the �th pattern in B burst.

where is the readback signal generated from th servo

sector, is the number of pulse in either A burst or B burst and

is the counter of servo sectors. The amplitudes of the readback

signals generated from the A and B bursts vary with the posi-

tion of the read head. The difference between the amplitudes of

and is used to decode PES as in [1] via

The amplitude servo pattern generates nonlinear responses to

head positions due to MR heads’ inherent nonlinearity [5].

Unlike the amplitude servo pattern, time based servo patterns

show excellent linearity in responses to head positions across

the entire track pitch. In this paper, chevron and differential

frequency servo patterns will be considered. Many studies have

been carried out on the chevron servo pattern [7], [8], [12]–[15].

As shown in Fig. 3, in the chevron pattern, parallel magnetic

strips are symmetrically located across tracks generating two

separate burst groups: A and B. The shaded regions represent

magnetization.

Each pulse generated from a magnetic strip will be spatially

aligned proportional to the amount of time between the strips.

The relative time difference between these pulses is used to de-

code PES as in [14] via

where indicates the time from the th pattern in A burst to

the th pattern in B burst, as illustrated in Fig. 3(b). In addition

is the known time difference in case we were exactly at the

middle of the pattern, indicated by dotted line in Fig. 3(a).
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Fig. 4. (a) Differential frequency pattern. (b) Readback signal demodulation
for the differential frequency pattern. � indicates the time from the first bar
in A burst to the rest of bars and � indicates the time from the last bar in B
burst to the rest of bars.

Another time-based servo pattern investigated in this paper

is the differential frequency pattern and depicted in Fig. 4 [15].

This servo pattern also contains two separate burst groups: A

and B. Each group includes four elongated magnetic strips. The

shaded regions represent magnetized fields. The magnetized

strips are positioned such that the first element of the A burst

is placed orthogonal to the tracks and subsequent A burst ele-

ments are spaced apart such that they form an increasing angle

relative to the tracks. The angle of the first element of the B

burst is equal to the angle of the final element of the A burst and

subsequent B burst elements form a decreasing angle relative to

the tracks until the last element is positioned orthogonal to the

tracks. As with the chevron servo pattern, each pulse generated

from a magnetic strip will be spatially aligned proportional to

the amount of time between the strips [15]. The relative time

between these pulses is used to decode PES via

where indicates the time from the first bar in A burst to the

rest of bars and indicates the time from the last bar in B burst

to the rest of bars.

B. Quality Measures for PES

In addition to the readback signal quality factors addressed in

Section II-B, there are more quality factors to be considered in

PES quality measurement. Depending on which servo patterns

are used, MR heads’ inherent nonlinearity causes nonlinearity

in PES, thereby degrading PES quality. For more information

on PES nonlinearity, one can refer to [5]. The PES quality is

also affected by the timing-jitter caused by misalignment of the

servo sector locations during HDD manufacturing. Due to man-

ufacturing tolerances, servo sector locations can vary, therefore,

the PES sampling interval is random instead of constant,

resulting in degradation of PES quality due to timing jitter. In

order to account for the timing jitter effect on PES quality, prob-

ability distributions of PES data positions (servo sector loca-

tions) are introduced. A dispersion parameter is used to model

timing jitter by specifying the dispersion of the PES data (servo

sectors) distributed on a disk. Using the dispersion parameter ,

asynchronous PES sampling becomes possible. The dispersion

parameter is defined as

(4)

where is the variance of PES data position distribution and

is the number of servo sectors. Fig. 5 shows PES data posi-

tion distributions at two successive servo sectors. If there is no

dispersion in servo sector locations, the PES data positions will

be exactly located on the red dashed lines. But due to manufac-

turing tolerances, PES data positions can vary. Using the nota-

tion as detailed above, we model the PES corrupted by

timing jitter as

where the PES sampling interval and

is the speed of a disk.

Detailed simulation results of the timing jitter effect will be

presented in Section IV.

C. HDD Case Study

Our goal is to predict PES quality and servo pattern perfor-

mance at higher track densities for future product planning.

PES simulation for the desired track density of 400 kTPI will

be conducted as a performance evaluation example. Prediction

of PES quality and servo pattern performance of HDDs for

high recoding densities is difficult to achieve due to the diffi-

culty of defining accurate models for plants and disturbances.

These models are critical for achieving realistic data for future

products.

A technical committee of IEE Japan released a benchmark

for HDDs in 2005 [17]. In a session of a technical meeting of

IEE Japan, the HDD benchmark was presented for track-fol-

lowing control of the plant model (a track density of 100 kTPI)

whose frequency response is shown in Fig. 6(a). In the bench-

mark, torque disturbance, flutter disturbance, repeatable runout

(RRO), and sensor noise are considered. The spectrums of these

disturbances are shown in Fig. 6(b).

The modified plant, controller and disturbance models for 400

kTPI based on this Japanese benchmark are defined and used to

evaluate the closed-loop servo track following performance with

different servo patterns. Interpolation of the Japanese bench-

mark model (100 kTPI) to obtain the physical properties of the

HDD (400 kTPI) used in the simulations is defined in Table I.

In our interpolation of HDD parameters, the track density and
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Fig. 5. (a) Hard disk servo sectors. (b) Probability distributions of PES data po-
sitions (servo sector locations) at two successive servo sectors indicated in (a).
The green dotted lines indicate the probability distribution when the dispersion
parameter � � ��� while the blue solid lines indicate the probability distribu-
tion when � � �. If there is no dispersion in servo sector locations, the PES
data positions will be exactly located on the red dashed lines. But due to manu-
facturing tolerances, PES data positions can vary by following these probability
distributions.

spindle speed increase, and the track width decreases. Based

on these changes, dynamics of the plant, disturbances and con-

troller were modified.

The block diagram of the closed-loop track following with

main components (a plant, a controller, disturbances and read-

back signal demodulation) is shown in Fig. 7. In the closed-loop

track following, disturbance is classified into two categories, the

input disturbance and the output disturbance . The

feedforward signal can be used to cancel the RRO distur-

bance. After the off-track position is generated, the read-

back signal is generated by using the bit pattern signal

and the transition response via the models presented in

Section III, and then demodulated to generate PES via the

demodulation methods presented in Section II. The track fol-

lowing controller rejects the effect of disturbance and achieves

a minimum PES signal.

An overview of simulation results and discussions using this

closed-loop track following will be presented in the next section.

IV. OVERVIEW OF SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Simulation Results

Simulation has been carried out for our HDD case study with

a track density of 400 kTPI to evaluate PES quality and servo

Fig. 6. (a) Japanese benchmark plant model in the frequency domain. (b)
Japanese benchmark disturbance data in the frequency domain. The thin blue
solid line is force disturbance, the green dashed line is flutter disturbance, the
red dotted line is sensor noise, the light blue dashed-dotted line is repeatable
run-out (RRO) and the thick purple solid line is total disturbance. (a) Japanese
benchmark plant (100 kTPI). (b) Japanese benchmark disturbances (100 kTPI).

TABLE I
HDD PARAMETERS AT 400 KTPI

Fig. 7. Block diagram of the closed-loop servo track following with main com-
ponents (a plant, a controller, disturbances, and readback signal demodulation).
The readback signal ���� is generated by using the bit pattern signal ���� and
the transition response ���� ��, and then demodulated to generate PES �	 .
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Fig. 8. (a) PES at a track density of 400 kTPI without considering the effect of
the quality factors discussed in Section II. The green solid line is the �� value
of the PES, the red dashed line is repeatable position error, and the blue dotted
lines are nonrepeatable position errors (min/max). (b) Histogram of PES at a
track density of 400 kTPI. (a) PES (400 kTPI). (b) Histogram (400 kTPI).

pattern performance. The PES and its histogram, without con-

sidering any effect of the quality factors discussed in Sections II

and III, are shown in Fig. 8. In Fig. 8, a distinction is made

between the effects of repeatable and non-repeatable position

errors on the PES. From the closed-loop servo track following

simulation result, the performance of the HDD case study can

be estimated. The value of the PES is a good indication of

servo performance. Running the simulation for multiple revolu-

tions allows the evaluation of the PES value, including the

non-repeatable error. It can be seen in Fig. 8 that the value

of the PES is obtained at around 15% of a track pitch without

considering the effect of quality factors. However, the obtained

simulation result, without considering the effect of quality fac-

tors, is far from being realistic data. In order to provide more re-

alistic simulation results for better performance evaluation, the

quality factors must be included.

B. Quality Assessment for PES

In this section, the effects of readback signal quality

and timing jitter on PES are investigated. As mentioned in

Fig. 9. Amplitude fluctuation noise effect on PES modeled in (1), where � is
the variance of amplitude fluctuation noise distribution.

Section II, amplitude fluctuation noise, transition jitter and

readback signal sampling are the main quality factors to be

considered in readback quality evaluation. The readback signal

corrupted by media noise presents amplitude fluctuations.

Amplitude fluctuation noise was modeled by white noise on

the bit pattern signal with the variance parameter and

given in (1). The sensitivity of each servo pattern to amplitude

fluctuation noise is shown in Fig. 9. In the amplitude servo

pattern, amplitude fluctuation noise causes the degradation

of PES. However, in time-based servo patterns (chevron and

differential frequency servo pattern), amplitude fluctuations

due to amplitude fluctuation noise do not greatly affect PES

quality, regardless of servo pattern, because the time difference

between pulses in the readback signal is not greatly

affected by amplitude fluctuation, as shown in Fig. 9.

On the other hand, transition jitter greatly affects PES quality

due to the usage of time-based servo patterns and readback

signal demodulation methods because transition jitter causes

phase shift of readback signals. Transition jitter was modeled

by white noise time shift in the transition response with

the variance parameter and given in (2). The sensitivity of

each servo pattern to transition jitter is shown in Fig. 10. Both

the chevron and differential frequency servo patterns are very

sensitive to transition jitter, as shown in Fig. 10. The differential

frequency servo pattern is slightly less sensitive to transition

noise than the chevron pattern because each magnetic bar in the

chevron servo pattern is placed closer to neighboring bars than

each magnetic bar in the differential frequency. However, even

though the sensitivity of each servo pattern to the transition

jitters is high, the variation of transition jitter distribution will

be dramatically reduced in BPM, close to zero. Thus, transition

jitter effect on PES will stay low. Reducing transition jitter

effect on PES is another significant advantage of using BPM.

Also, readback signal sampling greatly affects the signal

quality in time-based servo patterns. We investigated the read-

back signal sampling effect on PES by changing the number

of samples used to sample the bit pattern signal given

in (3). The sensitivity of each servo pattern to readback signal
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Fig. 10. Transition jitter effect on PES modeled in (2), where � is the vari-
ance of transition jitter distribution. The unshaded and shaded bars indicate
the PES generated from the chevron and differential frequency servo patterns,
respectively.

Fig. 11. Readback signal sampling effect on PES. � is the number of sam-
ples used to sample the bit pattern signal ���� modeled in (3). The unshaded
and shaded bars indicate the PES generated from the chevron and differential
frequency servo patterns, respectively.

sampling is shown in Fig. 11. The differential frequency pattern

is less sensitive than the chevron pattern to readback signal

sampling, as shown in Fig. 11, also because each magnetic bar

in the chevron servo pattern is placed closer to neighboring

bars than each magnetic bar in the differential frequency servo

pattern.

Fig. 12 shows the timing jitter effect on PES. PES quality

degrades as the dispersion parameter increases (as the variation

in PES data positions increases), regardless of servo patterns

used because the variation in the PES sampling interval does

not depend on servo patterns.

V. CONCLUSION

The objective of this paper was to evaluate the quality of PES

generated by several different servo patterns from a closed-loop

(servo) point of view, thereby advancing the integration of

Fig. 12. Timing jitter effect on PES. � is the dispersion parameter modeled in
(4). The PES quality degrades as the dispersion parameter � increases regardless
of the servo patterns used.

BPM in HDDs by aiding in the selection of a servo pattern that

provides sufficient PES quality. PES quality was evaluated by

investigating important quality factors: amplitude fluctuation

noise, transition jitter, readback signal sampling, and timing

jitter. Three servo patterns (the amplitude pattern, chevron

pattern, and differential frequency pattern) were considered as

case studies. Evaluation of PES quality and track following per-

formance for each servo pattern at a track density of 400 kTPI

was conducted by using an advanced PES simulation tool

developed in our lab to provide realistic simulation of HDD

track following. The timing-jitter resulting from misalignment

of the servo sector locations due to manufacturing tolerances

was found to degrade PES quality regardless of servo patterns

used. Due to PES nonlinearity in the amplitude servo pattern,

time-based servo patterns are considered as alternatives. For

time-based servo patterns, readback signal sampling and tran-

sition jitter were found to greatly affect PES quality. On the

other hand, amplitude fluctuation noise was not found to greatly

affect PES quality. Therefore, we conclude that the differential

frequency servo pattern is superior to other patterns, since it is

less sensitive to transition jitter and readback signal sampling.

Also, when printing servo patterns on a disk repeatedly, the

differential frequency pattern has an advantage in alignment.

Future work on investigating the effect of position and shape

variation of patterned bits is required for better servo pattern

performance evaluation and guiding fabrication process.
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